the heart. . . . In these artists [including Pharoahe Monch] , you have people who take their craft seriously. 1 -Unpublished interview with Pharoahe Monch (Alim 2000) Hip Hop is a relatively new area of scholarly inquiry. In recent years, academics have begun to examine this complex art form, to deconstruct its aesthetics, and to develop means of analyzing this increasingly popular literary and linguistic form. This article is designed to explicate aspects of Hip Hop poetics by focusing on sound/lyrical production (commonly known as "rappin"). I have chosen Pharoahe Monch's CD, Internal Affairs (1999) , because it provides a uniquely diverse body of contemporary poetic expression as creative as it is complex. 3 (Spady, Lee, and Alim 1999, 114) . I am aware that Hip Hop poetics, like Hip Hop culture in general, is a cultural phenomenon that remains highly misunderstood and marginalized by those who do not, or cannot, grasp the linguistic-cultural aesthetics, traditions, and ideologies that both govern and mediate this culture-nation-world (Smitherman 1997; Morgan 2001) . By excavating the rhymes found on Pharoahe Monch's Internal Affairs, along with other Hip Hop lyrics, I wish to reveal both the complexity and creativity of Hip Hop lyrical production. In revealing this literary and linguistic creativity, we will see that despite mainstream American society's confusion regarding Hip Hop music and lyrics, Hip Hop lyricists are using multiple rhyme strategies that operate in what can be called a poetic system of organized konfusion. This innovative form of verbal art requires an equally innovative, analytical schema to deconstruct its aesthetic, and this article takes the first step in constructing that analytical schema.
Pharoahe Monch is chosen, in particular, because he is one of the most prominent and respected Hip Hop artists within the global Hip Hop community, yet he remains largely unknown to the general public. He is but one example of the talent that lies just beyond the reach of the limelight of popular programs like MTV's TRL (Total Request Live) . Pharoahe Monch is one-half of the critically acclaimed Hip Hop duo, Organized Konfusion (with his partner Prince Poetry). Together they have recorded three albums: Organized Konfusion (1991) , Stress: The Extinction Agenda (1994) , and The Equinox (1997) . Like many artists that receive a great deal of mass exposure, Pharoahe takes his art and his writing very seriously. In a recent conversation with Pharoahe, he explained his brand of Hip Hop and how it relates to other art forms (see opening quotation). Internal Affairs is Pharoahe Monch's first solo release after his nearly decade-long career as one-half of Organized Konfusion. For his first solo album, Pharoahe gives listeners an in-depth look into his life, hopes, dreams, philosophies, multiple personalities, and personal dilem-mas as he flips madd styles and skillz. 4 This article will closely examine the Hip Hop poetics of this skilled lyricist/street linguist comin up outta Southside Queens. 5 Southside Queens ain't no joke. It is important to note that Pharoahe operates in a Hip Hop-saturated environment where there is stiff competition among lyricists to devise unique ways of communicating thoughts, emotions, and everyday realities (Alim in press) . Succinct statements with multiple meanings are highly valued. In introducing his album on "Intro," Pharoahe flexes one of the most remarkable aspects of his rhyming-his ability to squeeze an incredible number of syllables into a short amount of time.
6 Leading us into the rhyme, Pharoahe launches a polysyllabic attack and hits us with In addition, we have an internal rhyme (explained later) in line 1 with "feelin the flow" and "drillin the hole." And conse-quently, in the middle of all of this verbal intricacy, the meaning is communicated quite profoundly. Line 6 then leads us into the following rhymes where Pharoahe further displays his multirhyming skillz, where rhymes/rhyme tactics are imbedded within rhymes/ rhyme tactics.
(2) Every syllable of mine is an umbilical cord through time For the sick typical niggaz who choose to pick pitiful rhymes-to spit Shit, it's more dimes to git More higher levels of spirituality to reach And I'm tryin to win.
He continues the [I] sound assonance and engages in several new rhymes. Reread the lines, and it becomes clear that "syllable" rhymes with the last three syllables of "umbilical" and with "typical" and "pitiful." Imbedded within that rhyme series is the additional two-word rhyme of "sick typical" and "pick pitiful." Furthermore, another rhyme combination is "rhymes to spit" and "dimes to git." Before we excavate the rhyme tactics of Hip Hop lyricists, it is important to note that even now, approximately three decades after Hip Hop's birth, these skilled lyricists/poets/rhymers/street linguists remain almost entirely unexamined.
7 Is it not time (shoot, it been time) to explore the high level of verbal virtuosity displayed by African America's street linguists on some serious next millennium rap ishhh? F-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-follow me for now. . . .
Rhyme Tactics
Pharoahe's acrobatic rhyme tactics are just one way he displays his verbal gymnastics. In poetry, whatever the form, three main types of full rhyme are recognized: masculine, feminine, and triple. A masculine rhyme simply refers to a one-syllable rhyme, such as sink/pink, defeat/eat, and sleep/creep. Feminine rhymes are rhymes that involve two syllables, with the first syllable of the rhyme being the accented one: drilling/grilling, reparation/nation, and quiet/riot. Triple rhymes, as the name suggests, are rhymes that consist of three syllables. The stress is on the antepenultimate syllable: daringly/glaringly, steadily/readily, and audacity/tenacity. 8 The underlined words represent another set of triple rhymes that follow the phonetic pattern [‰r . . . E . . . ey]. Pharoahe stretches the pronunciation of every word in that rhyme sequence to rhyme with "vertebraes," so that "heard of me" sounds like "heard of may," and so on. This changing of pronunciation is deliberate, unlike the previous rhyme, and serves as an example of the primacy of sound over orthography in Hip Hop poetics. Pharoahe is using poetic license in order to achieve a near-perfect match. The italicized words represent a quadruple rhyme that is near perfect. The italicized bold words represent a perfect quintuple rhyme that follows the phonetic pattern [dE . . . er . . . hwItS . . . a . . . jEkt]. The full complexity of this verse will be explored in a later section.
Busta Rhymes, whom Pharoahe admires for his lyrical word games and for his incredible work ethic, appears alongside Pharoahe on a song appropriately titled "The Next Shit." Busta rhymes credible with schedule, federals, and pedestal, creating a triple rhyme (and double internal rhyme) that follows the phonetic pattern [E. . . E . . . l]. Note that Busta pronounces "schedule" in such a way as to make it fit into the perfect triple-rhyme match. Brick City's Redman joins Pharoahe, Busta, Method Man, Shabaam Sadeeq, and Lady Luck on the "Simon Says Remix" and adds his own series of triple rhymes with barrel up, Arab bus, and karat cut that follows the phonetic pattern [aer . . . E. . . ø].
In "Behind Closed Doors," Pharoahe strikes again with a series of "off tha wall" triple rhymes:
(4) 1 Cut off his hands and send his girl multiple finger sandwiches 2 If she manages to do damages, put her in bandages 3 The amateurs-bananas is the unanimous way we choose to live scandalous 4 Even with doorknobs you couldn't handle this 5 Pharoahe's the host, the audience, and the muthafuckin panelist 6 My mic's equipped with laser sights so that the man'll miss
The phonetic pattern here is [ae . . . nasal (either n or m) . . . E . . . Is]. This series of eleven triple rhymes occurring in only six lines is so highly compacted as to suggest that Pharoahe's main purpose was to create this incredible rhyme string. However, 64 JEngL 31.1 (March 2003) the six lines fit meaningfully into the first and last part of this verse (not shown) in which Pharoahe gains verbal advantage over other rappers by claiming that he is a "high evolutionary rebel" in the rap game.
Talib Kweli, one-half of the critically acclaimed Black Star (with partner Mos Def) and also the lead lyricist of Reflection Eternal (with DJ Hi-Tek), joins Pharoahe and Common on "The Truth." Check the verse:
(5) 1 Check it, on my neck I still got marks from the nooses 2 The truth it produces fear than got niggaz on the run like Ca-arl Lewis.
3 The truth is my crew is the smoothest bits of saliva juices like the roots is 4 More organic than acoustics 5 Heavenly . . . set you free and kill you in the same breath 6 That shit you gotta get off your chest before your death, unless 7 The way you speak is lighter than a pamphlet 8 Cuz the truth give the words the weight of a planet goddammit 9 I ran wit what God planted in my heart and I understand it 10 To be to bring the light to the dark, breathe some life in this art 11 This must be the truth ("why?") cuz we keep marchin on ("true") 12 The truth lay the foundation of what we rockin on ("true") 13 You can't see it if you blind but we will always prevail ("true") 14 Life is like the open sea, the truth is the wind in our sail 15 And in the end, our names is on the lips of dying men 16 If ever crushed in the earth, we always rise again 17 When the words of lying men sound lush like the sound of a violin 18 The truth is there, it's just the heart you gotta find it in A close examination of Talib's methodology reveals multiple levels of intricacy. In line 1, there is the beginning of a recurring assonance with the [E] sound. This [E] is repeated several times in lines 1, 5, and 6. Line 1 is also the starting point for a series of triple rhymes that follow the phonetic pattern [E . . . u . . . Is]. In line 3, we have a series of five triple rhymes, three of which are back-to-back chain rhymes (to be discussed later). Tha truth is rhymes with ma crew is, tha smoothest, and tha roots is. These rhymes also match perfectly with two unexpected rhyme matches: (1) the last syllable in saliva and the word juices-a juices-and (2) Talib splits the name "Carl" into two syllables, "Ca-arl," and uses the last syllable to continue the triplerhyme pattern with Ca-arl Lewis.
Talib continues with a series of feminine rhymes, pairing up some unlikely suspects with planet, goddammit, ran wit, planted, understand it. All of these rhymes follow the phonetic pattern [ae . . . nasal (either n or m) . . . It]. In line 10, Talib employs a rare sextuple rhyme as he describes his Hip Hop mission to be to Alim / On Some Serious Next Millennium Rap Ishhh 65 "bring the light to the dark, breathe some life in this art." This sextuple rhyme is accomplished by the use of parallel phrasing in which the poet matches up like categories across the parts of speech. For instance, the parts of speech in this rhyme flow like this: verb-modifier-noun-prep-modifier-noun. Phonetically, the rhyme is nearly perfect: [brI . . . E . . . ay . . . E . . . ar].
Lines 15 through 18 contain another set of triple rhymes that follow the phonetic pattern of [ay . . . E . . . In]. What makes this verse even more interesting-besides the beauty of the truth being spoken-is that Talib begins line 15 with "And in the end," which serves multiple functions. Not only is this phrase referring to a final moment in history, "the end," but it is also cleverly signifying the beginning of the end of the verse. In addition to this, Talib says "in the end" in such a way as to almost prepare us for the triple rhymes that are to follow. The intonation is what glues this phrase to the triple-rhyme series.
Talib is also working some serious play on words in lines 4 and 5. "The truth is my crew is the smoothest bits of saliva juices like the roots is more organic than acoustics." What Talib is doing here is referencing a Philly Hip Hop group, The Roots. So, not only are roots considered organic in the herbal sense of the word, but the phrase here is big uppin The Roots for producing good music. The word organic is also used here in a play on organ and acoustics. Further, an additional esoteric piece of Hip Hop knowledge adds to the play-The Roots released an independent LP entitled Organix in 1993.
In line 16, Talib references a famous line by the poet William Cullen Bryant (1837) from his poem "The Battlefield," which reads as follows:
Truth crushed to earth shall rise again,-The eternal years of God are hers; But Error, wounded, writhes with pain, And dies among his worshippers
The first line of this stanza has been used by many African American religious leaders, including Minister Louis Farrakhan and the Reverend Jesse Jackson, although the phrase is most associated with the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King. Talib has taken this line and expanded its application to refer to him and his crew (and, by extension, his people). "If ever crushed in the earth, we always rise again." The substitution of truth with we brings the truth that much closer to heart. It's like Philly rapper Beanie Sigel say, "I be the truth!" Given all of this multilayered poetic complexity, the meaning of the verse shines through clear as day. In fact, one can say that the meaning is enhanced. Talib is giving us his understanding of "the truth," which of course is subjective. "The truth" to Talib is the pure unbridled power of Hip Hop-the beats, the rhymes, the content, the vibe. "The truth lay the foundation of what we rockin on." The truth will always Alim / On Some Serious Next Millennium Rap Ishhh 67 remind one of one's own history (in this case, the days when African Americans were lynched for the enjoyment of whites-100 Years of Lynchings by Ralph Ginzburg [1962] ), as well as protect one's own history (truth must be protected from the "words of lying men"). Talib uses the phrase "the truth" several times, invoking new meanings each time. And in classic Hip Hop call-and-response fashion, we see that the theme of "the truth" is reaffirmed by the clever and also classically Hip Hop affirmation "True" (as sung by Talib's crew in lines 11, 12, and 13 ). This verse is worthy of an entire paper alone.
Pharoahe's verses are loaded with examples of quadruple rhyme, as noted above. On "No Mercy," with M.O.P., Pharoahe spits 9 a complex series of triple and quadruple rhymes:
(6) 1 Fuck the trinity, inseminate the earth now take its virginity 2 In my vicinity rap is like energy pack 3 sendin me back behind enemy line to rap to melodic 4 melodies never melodramatic but hypnotic like cellos fo fellow fanatics
We have multiple tactics being displayed here. There is a triple-rhyme effect with trinity, virginity, vicinity, energy, and sendin me. Line 1 ends with "virginity," which is a near-perfect quadruple rhyme with "vicinity," due to the alliterative similarities. In line 2, we have the beginning of another quadruple rhyme set beginning with "vicinity rap. As with the phrase "How I made it," this quadruple rhyme begins with "Still I be," which prepares us for the upcoming quadruple set by rhyming with the last three syllables. Prince Poetry, Pharoahe's partner from Organized Konfusion, gets in on the action and spits a perfect quadruple rhyme in "God Send." (11) 
Compound Internal Rhymes and Chain Rhymes
Some of the rhymes we have seen above are end rhymes, simply meaning that they are positioned at the end of a line. End rhymes, if used cleverly, can be quite complex. In this example, Pharoahe's end rhymes are all feminine rhymes that follow the phonetic pattern of [i . . 2 Notorious for the six-fives and the BM's 3 Heads give you beef, you put 'em in the mausoleum 4 And the shit don't start jumpin til after 12 PM 5 Ungh, ignorant minds, I free 'em 6 If you tired of the same old everyday you will agree I'm 7 The most obligated . . .
Whether the end rhyme consists of a verb + pronoun, a two-letter abbreviation, the last two syllables of a four-syllable word, or the last syllable of a verb + pronoun contraction, the end result is always the same:
Internal rhyme is often used to add a level of complexity to the typical end rhyme. A simple internal rhyme may sound like this: "I spit rap poetics like energy kinetic/Can't keep up with the flow cuz it's madd frenetic." While there are three rhymes, the internal rhyme is between poetics and kinetic since poetics falls in the middle of the line. Pharoahe often creates an astonishing effect by using a series of internal rhymes. For example, we return to example (3) (labeled 15 below), but this time we will focus only on the use of internal rhyme: (15) 1 Get ate like cannibalism and sliced surgical 2 In any extremity y'all get infinity vertical 3 Every line to word of mine will be verbally placed to murder you 4 The master, flippin convertible flows irreversible 5 Unobtainable to the brain it's unexplainable what the verse'll do 6 Pharoahe's the sperm your minds the eggs I'm burstin through 7 Y'all heard of me, I pack macs and crack vertebraes 8 Leave niggaz in third degree burns and back surgery 9 Mics, guns, knives, pick, declare which object, flip 10 Have niggaz on the run like the Blair Witch Project We see a diverse and effective usage of internal rhyme in these ten lines. Pharoahe uses the typical internal rhyme, in which the rhymes are positioned in the middle 70 JEngL 31.1 (March 2003) and end of the line (as in lines 4, 8, and 9). He also uses a type of internal rhyme in which none of the rhymes fall in the end position (as in lines 1, 2, 3, and 5). Line 5, for example, ends in "verse'll do," which rhymes with "irreversible" in line 4. However, Pharoahe places three rhymes in between those end rhymes with "unobtainable," "brain," and "unexplainable."
In addition to these two types of internal rhyme, Pharoahe also uses what I call compound internal rhyme (CIR) (as in line 7). A compound internal rhyme can be described as a poetic construction where an internal rhyme is embedded within another internal rhyme. The internal rhyme on the outer edge is the primary internal rhyme (PIR), and the internal rhyme on the inner edge is the secondary internal rhyme (SIR). Line 7 of example (18) reads, "Y'all heard of me, I pack macs and crack vertebraes." The PIR is with heard of me and vertebraes, while the SIR is with pack, macs, and crack. The complexity of Pharoahe's internal rhyme tactics can be overwhelming, especially when one looks at line 8 in conjunction with line 7. Pharoahe continues the rhyme with the phrase "back surgery," which is a quadruple rhyme with "crack vertebraes. This CIR is so intertwined that the separation between the PIR and the SIR is almost indiscernible. However, a closer listen reveals that Cooler than fuck plays a dual role. Not only does "fuck" rhyme with the previous "puck," but the entire phrase is a quadruple rhyme with couver Canucks. This quadruple rhyme serves as the PIR, and maneuver rhyming with Vancouver is the SIR.
Alliteration and Assonance
Pharoahe enhances his intricate rhyme schemes by exploiting two fairly commonly known poetic techniques: alliteration and assonance. It is Pharoahe's decision to use these techniques with precision, making surgical incisions like a verbal physician. In fact, the use of these two techniques is often what makes a listener be like "Yo, that sound ill right there!" In other words, these techniques are sought in poetry to create euphony: a harmonic, dope-sounding musical effect. This effect is highlighted by the proximity of the words/sounds and by the timing and flow of the sound patterns.
When these two techniques are used in a witty way, they can sneak into your subconscious without you even realizing what just happened. At the same time, Alim / On Some Serious Next Millennium Rap Ishhh 71 though, the techniques can also be used in an "in yo face" type of way as a means of displaying one's verbal ingenuity. Alliteration is a technique that Pharoahe adopted early on before he was signed as a member of Organized Konfusion (the alliterative verse on their demo tape actually helped to clinch their record deal). On his solo debut, Internal Affairs, he returns to this technique almost as a way of signifying a new beginning as a solo artist.
In this next verse, we follow Pharoahe as he flexes his phonetic skillz fiercely on a fly freestyle flow: In line 1, Pharoahe gives us fair warning for what's about to fall upon us by forming the first syllable in a stuttering format. "F-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-follow me for now," he begins, as he takes the listener on an alliterative ride. Alliteration is normally used in word pairs, such as "word warrior" or "hip-hop head" and is often a subtle technique. Yet Pharoahe's complex and creative use of alliteration here is performed "in yo face" style.
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This "in yo face" style of alliteration has been used by the more creative Hip Hop poets and provides for a poetic effect that keeps the listener dangling off of the MC's every word. Rapper Gift of Gab from California's Blackalicious (1999) The interplay of assonance, alliteration, and internal and end rhymes in this verse constitutes a multirhyme matrix while making the poet's point perfectly clear. Pharoahe challenges MCs to "bring it on if you think you can hang." Pharoahe's album is laced with assonantal and alliterative gems. In many instances, the assonantal rhymes are loaded with humor:
(20) 1 "Hell'll be froze over when I celebrate celibacy, case closed"-Pharoahe Monch 2 "Shabaam Sadeeq, injure your fleet into delete/Y'all crabs are weak, frail like a fiend's physique/I stay on the street, stay on the beat, stay with the heat/"-Shabaam Sadeeq 3 "Like when British civil servants pass secrets to the Soviets"-Busta Rhymes 4 "Never you devils, my level's that of a high evolutionary rebel"-Pharoahe Monch 5 "Then I'm gonna let it hang, and sit it on/the desk of any redneck record exec"-Pharoahe Monch 6 "Every line to word of mine was like a rhyme I wouldn't lie I swear"-Pharoahe Monch
Back-to-Back Chain Rhymes and Mosaic Rhymes
As we have seen thus far, Pharoahe employs various types of rhymes and rhyme styles in his Hip Hop poetry. Earlier we saw an example of a chain rhyme, where the distinction between internal and end rhymes is nearly obliterated because of the frequency and positioning of the rhymes in the multiple rhyme sequence. Another type of chain rhyme used by Pharoahe is what I call the back-to-back chain rhyme. In this type of chain rhyme, Pharoahe strings several perfect rhymes together consecutively. For example, in "Simon Says," the chorus contains the following lines:
(21) 1 New York City gritty committee pity the fool that 2 Act shitty in the midst of the calm the witty Alim / On Some Serious Next Millennium Rap Ishhh 73
The bold words represent the six rhymes in these two lines. The back-to-back chain rhyme consists of four links: "City gritty committee pity."
In another example, Pharoahe creatively uses three links to make perfect rhymes out of seemingly "unrhymable" words:
(22) 1 I scatter data that'll hammer niggaz . . . When Pharoahe fires this line in his rapid spit-fire flow, he forms a perfect back-toback chain rhyme effect:
scatter → scatta, data → datta, and that'll → thatta,
In the previous example, we also see what has been called a mosaic rhyme. A mosaic rhyme is "a feminine or triple rhyme in which at least one element is composed of more than one word" (Steele 1999, 24) . Mosaic rhymes are highly complex in that they allow the poet to vary the parts of speech that he or she chooses to rhyme. Steel (1999, 24) continues, "Since rhymes please most when the words included make unexpected yet persuasive connections between ideas, objects, and qualities, good rhymers often match different grammatical categories-nouns with verbs, verbs with adjectives, adverbs with nouns, and so forth." I think Bay Area rapper E-40 would agree. Like he says, it's all about "the element of surprise."
Pharoahe and other Hip Hop rhymers take mosaic rhyming to "da next level" by putting together some of the most unlikely rhyme candidates. Pharoahe exemplifies this technique in these four lines from "Behind Closed Doors": (23) 1 The amateurs-bananas is the unanimous way we choose to live scandalous 2 Even with doorknobs you couldn't handle this 3 Pharoahe's the host, the audience, and the muthafuckin panelist 4 My mic's equipped with laser sights so that the man'll miss This series of perfect triple rhymes follows the phonetic pattern [ae . . . nasal (either n or m) . . . El . . . Is]. This mosaic rhyme catches the listener off-guard because the rhymes consist of four different parts of speech: (1) an adjective (scandalous), (2) a verb + pronoun (handle this), (3) a noun (panelist), and (4) a noun + contraction + verb (man'll miss).
In another surprising mosaic rhyme combination, Pharoahe pieces together a triple rhyme set that follows the phonetic pattern [a . . . stop . . . I . . . Il]:
(24) 1 Truth had me up against the ropes and semiconscious with no boxing skills 2 Fear of it makes hair on my neck grow like minoxodil 74 JEngL 31.1 (March 2003) 3 Watchin the clock is ill when faced with the truth 4 Parallels observing, amateur video tapes of 5 Twenty one top notch NYPD cops git ill 6 Fill they minds not to kill, still son, never revealed 7 True feelings, we speakin on the truth right now in itself is healing
The noun phrase boxing skills rhymes with the last three syllables of the word minoxodil, which rhymes with the following three word phrases: clock is ill, cops git ill, and not to kill.
Two more examples of Pharoahe's use of mosaic rhymes are in the following lines: 
Next-Level Poetry: The Bridge Rhyming Technique
Taking a closer look at Pharoahe's Hip Hop poetics, the lyricists and the dope MCs know "from the git" that he doin some serious next-level poetry ishhh in his music. A prime example of this next-level poetry is what I call the bridge rhyming technique, which is widely used in Hip Hop poetics. In musical terms, a bridge is a transitional passage that connects two subjects or movements. The important point here is that the bridge is transitional, allowing two seemingly disparate or distant objects/movements to coalesce into one.
Pharoahe and his crew of Hip Hop collaborators use this bridge rhyming technique in a variety of ways to form a continuous highway of rhymes that connects two seemingly "unrhymable" words/verses. The smooth transition, when done skillfully, is noticeable only on a subconscious level. In Talib Kweli's verse on "The Truth," we notice an intricate use of bridge rhyme: (27) In these five lines, we see two bridges built on assonance alone. That is, the foundation of the bridges stands on the fact that key sounds contained within them are present in previous lines. This makes the transition between very different rhymes far less bumpy and allows for a smooth ride. . This bridge contains a crucial sequence of sounds that are found in the previous rhymes: ilit (as we see in credibility, agilities, abilities, and facilities). The precise positioning of this bridge allows it to serve as the connective tissue that links the line to the remainder of the verse.
Perhaps the most widely used type of bridge is one that places a rhyme in the first part of the line, when it is expected to be an end rhyme. This method allows the poet to switch direction and still stay on course. Pharoahe's ability to strategically place these bridges is remarkable. This bridge rhyming technique gives the Hip Hop poet's lyrics a melodic, musical quality. The voice is played as instrument, and the musical bridge analogy is fully realized. The arrangement of these lyrical bridges not only holds the verse together, but it also allows the poet to be far more creative and expand beyond the standard rhyme format. This new rhyming innovation demands further study.
Wordplay, Metaphor, and Narrativity
In the last example of the bridge rhyming technique, Pharoahe is also exhibiting humorous wordplay. Notice how he forces the rhymes in that sequence to match "breast-eses," which is how some African Americans pronounce words with the final cluster [st] . (You might hear something like "tesses" instead of tests or "artisses" instead of artists.) This particular word, "breast-eses," has been a popular source of Hip Hop humor ever since the Wayans brother used it on the once popular television comedy show, In Living Color.
There are numerous verses where Pharoahe plays with words, and he even dedicates an entire song to wordplay, "Official." In the song, he uses an infinite number of sports and athletic references in a three-to four-minute string of wordplay. The song opens up with (30) 1 My style make the whole crowd say, Owwww! 2 Like number 55 on the Chargers
Pharoahe is making a reference to the hard-hitting linebacker, Junior Seau, of the San Diego Chargers football team. Note that Seau is pronounced "say-ow," with the last syllable rhyming with "wow." This "Owwww!" is a commonly heard call at Hip Hop concerts and parties, especially for the Sistas. A Hip Hop DJ can be heard saying, "Ladies, say, Owwww!" while the ladies respond "Owwww!" Later on in the song, Pharoahe continues, (31) 1 Not Allen Iverson, forget crossin-over shake men 2 Similar to Troy, I bring the pain destined to ache men 3 Break men off, take men out, make me wanna slander 4 Prime Time, my rhyme defense beyond Deion Sanders 5 I walk this earth with my rod in this strict land 6 Promise people thought I was Thomas Hearns the way I hit, man
These six lines are jam-packed with wordplay based on professional athletes. Line 1 plays on the NBA's Allen Iverson, whose claim to fame is his incredible crossover dribble that shakes his opponents. Line 2 plays on the quarterback for the once-champion Dallas Cowboys football team, Troy Aikman. Line 4 not only men- Alim / On Some Serious Next Millennium Rap Ishhh 77 tions the football player Deion Sanders, but it also tells you his position (defense) and his nickname (Prime Time). Line 5 contains a well-hidden double entendre that references the NBA guard Rod Strickland and the Biblical/Qur'anic story of Moses walking in Egypt with his rod. And, finally, line 6 is a play on the professional boxer Thomas Hearns a.k.a. "The Hit Man."
In addition to wordplay, Pharoahe often employs metaphor in his work or, as many Hip Hoppers say, "word-pictures." He draws these word-pictures as he spits some of the most wickedest and bangin-est metaphors in the game. As he did with wordplay, he dedicated an entire song to metaphor titled "Rape," which is a song about a rapper who is fed up with the "million MC's who ain't sayin nuthin" (as Pharoahe borrows a line from legendary Philly rapper Schoolly D). In the story, Pharoahe sneakily stalks the beat while it plays on, oblivious to his presence. Working the metaphor so that it appears almost too real, he raps (32) 1 I'm obsessed with multiple nude photographs of the beat in my room on the wall 2 Pondering the verses, fondling my balls 3 Witness a nigga who will take rap and chase it 4 Through unoccupied dimly lit staircases and rape it 5 Grab the drums by the waistline [the record scratches] 6 I snatch the kick, kick the snares, sodomize the bassline 7 Never waste time . . . The song is actually an "ego-trippin" song, where rappers/poets boast about their unique skillz in the game. As Pharoahe puts it, there are "too many impotent MC's in this God forsaken city." In other words, he is using this metaphor to express a critical commentary on the state of Hip Hop MC'ing, as he sees it. The metaphor is fully realized when one places his rhymes in the broader, in-group, evaluative discourse among Hip Hop headz. Hip Hop headz often criticize wack (unskilled) MCs for "raping" Hip Hop, that is, writing rhymes that fall beneath the aesthetic "standard" for the sole purpose of gittin paid, while forsaking the culture.
In "Rape," Pharoahe's rhymes unfold in story format. Undoubtedly, his narrativity is at its peak when he engages in personal reflection. Personal narrativizing is a technique many Hip Hop artists use to draw the listener closer to their words and their way of viewing the world (Smitherman 1977, 112) . Some examples that stand out in most Hip Hop headz'minds right now are Raekwon's verse on "C.R.E.A.M," Tupac's "Dear Mama," Jay-Z's "You Must Love Me," Dr. Dre's "The Message," and Ghostface Killah's "All That I Got Is You."
Pharoahe uses personal narrative in a variety of ways. On "God Send," with Prince Poetry, Pharoahe's vibe is highly spiritual. He begins in a moving tone:
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